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ABSTRACT 

Recently available goodness of fit 
parameters of photometers to the V(λ) 
function perform poorly when measuring real 
narrow band devices, like single colour LED 
sources.  

In this paper a new formula (partial f1’) is 
introduced, created by using real detector 
responsivity spectra and real LED spectral 
power distributions. To compare the 
available and newly introduced formulae an 
additional error index, called real 
photometrical error was developed. Partial 
f1’ performed better in classifying detectors 
than the formulae based on LED model 
functions.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One technique to obtain V(λ) [1] matching of 
photometric detectors is by filtering. CIE 
recommended the so-called f1’ number [2] to 
characterize the goodness of fit. It was 
shown that this f1’ number [ 3 ] is not 
necessarily a good descriptor of the 
goodness of fit to the V(λ) function if the 
measured source is a narrowband source, 
like a single colour LED. The spectral 
mismatch errors can be very large even if 
the f1’ value is small. The measurement 
error of a photometer with a smaller f1’ value 
detector could be larger than that of a 
photometer with a larger f1’ value detector. 
The draft report of CIE TC 2-45 [3] 
recommends new goodness of fit formulae 
instead of the f1’. In those recommendations 
mathematically modelled LED spectra are 
used to estimate the maximum 
measurement error. In this report we 
compare the three indices expressing the 
goodness of fit to the V(λ), with the help of 
the calculated real photometrical 
measurement error. 

2. GOODNESS OF FIT PARAMETERS 

2.1 The f1’ index 

The detector’s f1’ index shown in Equation 
(1) is an error definition, which is based on 
the summation of the absolute differences of 
the normalized relative spectral responsivity 
of the detector (s*(λ)rel) and of the V(λ) 
function, the CIE spectral luminous 
efficiency function for photopic observer.  
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The error function itself is often called the 
spectral mismatch error. The detectors are 
usually calibrated using a tungsten filament 
lamp set to CIE standard Illuminant A, 
therefore the normalization of the detector 
spectral responsivity function is made by 
incorporating the weighting with St. Illum. A:  
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A spectral mismatch correction is 
possible only if the spectral power 
distribution of the measured source is known. 
When the application of the spectral 
mismatch correction is not possible, it is 
recommended that a photometer used to 
measure white LEDs has an f1’ error value 
less than 3.0 % [3]. This will contribute to the 
measurement errors of the photometric 
quantity, in case of white light sources, by 
not more than about 2.0 %. 

2.2 The f1,LED indices 

When measuring a coloured LED the 
spectral mismatch error can be very large 
even if the f1’ value is small. Therefore 
several attempts have been made to 
introduce an f1,LED index. At present two 
definitions are proposed in [3], one by Yoshi 
Ohno and one by Kathleen Muray. Both 
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proposals use the spectral mismatch 
correction factor: 
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where V(λ) is the CIE spectral luminous 
efficiency function for photopic vision. 
SLED(λ,λ0)  is a LED model defined in the 
technical report (λ0 is the wavelength of the 
maximum intensity of the model). F{SLED(λ)} 
gives the spectral mismatch correction factor 
of a given photometer having relative 
spectral responsivity srel(λ) measuring a test 
source having the SLED(λ) model spectral 
distribution. 

− f1,LED definition 1 by Yoshi Ohno: 
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− f1,LED definition 2 by Kathleen Muray: 
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In the first definition the f1,LED is 
calculated taken the largest spectral 
mismatch correction factor from the range 
450 nm to 650 nm. In the second proposal 
the average spectral mismatch correction 
factor from the whole visible spectral region 
is used to calculate the f1,LED index. 

2.3 The partial f1’ index 

The f1’ index has problems to estimate the 
largest photometric measurement error 
when measuring narrow band light sources. 
To get a better result we tried to divide the 
whole visible spectrum into narrower parts 
and used a narrow band calibration source 
from the appropriate part of the spectrum 
instead of the CIE standard illuminant A as 
calibration source. We collected some 
(92pcs) real LED spectra (Figure 1) and set 
the borders of the three main parts of the 
visible spectrum as: 

− f1’BL (459 nm – 530 nm), 465 nm 
calibration source, 

− f1’GN (490 nm – 530 nm), 528 nm 
calibration source, 

− f1’RD (556 nm – 640 nm). 630 nm 
calibration source. 

 

As a calibration source we took 3 real 
LED sources, with the above listed peak 
wavelengths. The difference to the classical 
f1’ calculation is that the absolute deviation 
of the detector’s responsivity from the V(λ) is 
summarized on the appropriate part of the 
spectrum. 

92 Real LED spectra
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Figure 1: The relative spectral power 

distribution of the 92 real LEDs. 

 

2.4 The real photometrical error index 

To compare the above-introduced indices 
we used the real photometrical error (PE) for 
each detector in the from as shown in 
Equation 6: 
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We tested the method using in Equ. 7 of 
s*(λ)rel   different calibration sources: Equi-
energetic, CIE standard illuminant A and the 
calibration LEDs introduced in Section 2.3. 
The PE in Equ. (6) has been calculated 
using the spectra of each real LED source 
(SLED(λ)) and 29 real detector spectra, 
(s(λ)rel). Finally we have chosen the 
maximum PE for each detector. 
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3. EVALUATION OF THE ERROR INDICES 

As a pilot test we have compared the 
available indices using Equ. (6) with six real 
LED sources. (different R, G, B LEDs) and 
also the modelled LED spectra proposed in 
[3] and the 29 detector responsivity spectra. 
Table 1 shows the correlations of the 
different indices with the PE. 

 

Table 1: Correlation between real 
photometric error and goodness of fit 

parameters 

R2 

Error index 
Real Model 

f1'_S(λ) 0,7798 0,7699 

f1'_EE 0,8019 0,7718 

f1,LED_YO 0,3922 0,8800 

f1,LED_KM 0,0761 0,4714 
 

 

3.1 Comparing colorimetrically real and 
modelled LEDs 

In Table 1 the italic numbers show the best 
correlations. As can be seen, with the 
modelled LED spectra the Ohno formula 
works best. This could be expected as this 
formula has been based on the modelled 
spectra. If real LED spectra are used, both 
formulae proposed in [3) break down, and 
an f1’ with the equi-energetic source 
spectrum works best. 

Figure 2 shows the colour differences 
between real and modelled LEDs of the 
same peak wavelength in the CIE u’v’ 
chromaticity diagram. The relatively large 
colour differences between the chromaticity 
of the real and model LED spectra cause 
that the f1,LEDs do not correlate well with the 
real photometrical error. 

3.2 Correlation to PE in the blue, green 
and red colour range 

The f1’ index is based only on detector 
spectra and photometric quantities and does 
not contain arbitrary light source spectra, 
thus to our opinion is a more objective 
descriptor than formulas, where the test is 
based on source spectra (we intend to deal 
with the explanation of this concept in a later 

paper). A careful investigation of current 
detector spectra shows characteristic 
deviations from the V(λ) spectrum, produced 
by material properties used in present day 
photometric detectors. 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Colour differences between LEDs 

with real and modelled spectra. 

 

Based on these findings we pledge to 
use also in the future an f1’ like goodness of 
fit expression, only subdivide the visible part 
of the spectrum into parts, depending on the 
colour of the LED one would like to test. 
Every non-colour deficient observer will be 
able to decide whether the LED to be tested 
has a blue, a greenish or a yellow-red colour. 
Thus we recommend to construct three f1’-
like quantities: f1’BL, f1’GN, f1’RD. Our 
hypothesis was that using red, green and 
blue standard LEDs to calibrate the 
photometer one could get to better 
descriptions of the detectors’ performance. 
To test the hypothesis we calculated the PE 
value (Equ. (6)) for the wavelength ranges 
described in Section 2.3 and the f1’BL, f1’GN 
and f1’RD quantities using all 92 LED real 
spectra and 29 real detector spectra. Table 
2 shows squared correlation coefficients (R2) 
comparing the PE values with three of the 
goodness of fit expressions: the classical f1’ 
as described in the CIE publication [3], the 
f1,YO and our f1,x, where x stands for BL, GN 
and RD, respectively. 

As can be seen the correlation between 
actual measurement errors described by the 
PE quantity and the CIE f1’ is very poor for 
all three colour regions. 
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Table 2: Correlation between the real 
photometric error and the different goodness 

of fit indices 

Index R2 
 Blue Green Red 

f1' 0,48 0,45 0,04 
f1,YO 0,95 0,07 0,26 
f1’x 0,93 0,83 0,66 

 

The Yoshi Ohno function works well in 
the blue part of the spectrum, because 
detectors have the largest deviation from the 
V(λ) function in this part of the spectrum. But 
this goodness of fit expression will be a very 
poor predictor for measurements of green 
and red LEDs. As can be seen our new 
proposal works almost as well as the Ohno 
formula in the blue, but much better in the 
other two parts of the spectrum. Naturally 
this is not unexpected if one considers the 
subdivision of the spectrum into three parts, 
and the Ohno formula would be improved 
(as already mentioned by the author in [3]) if 
such sub-parts would be considered. We are 
of the opinion, however, that an f1’ like 
parameter has three main advantages:  

− it is independent from assumed or real 
LED spectra,  

− shows a continuity with current colour 
mismatch error description and  

− can be used in calibrating photometric 
instruments by the incorporation of 
standard LED spectra. 

 

4. Conclusions 

When choosing a photometer to make 
photometric measurements with single 
colour LEDs the CIE f1’ error index is a poor 
descriptor of the photometers’ performance. 
With the additional f1’BL, f1’GN, f1’RD goodness 
of fit parameters we can characterize the 
photometer more accurately and can provide 
the user with a parameter that will enable 
him or her to estimate the colour mismatch 
error to be expected. 
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